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ABSTRACT

A vehicle immobilization system has an electronically controlled locking mechanism which requires interconnection with an electrical supply for it to be switched between a locked state and an unlocked state. The locking mechanism remains in the state to which it is switched when disconnected from the electrical supply. The immobilization system includes control means which operates to connect the locking mechanism to the electrical supply to switch it from one state to the other, and to disconnect the locking mechanism from the electrical supply when the vehicle engine is running or the vehicle is moving. The immobilization system also includes means to prevent cranking of the engine when the locking mechanism is in its locked state.
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IMMobilization System for motor vehicles

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the original patent but forms no part of this reissue specification; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made by reissue.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to an immobilization system for a motor vehicle.

Motor vehicles have been conventionally immobilized by means of a steering column lock in which rotation of a lock barrel using a key mechanically locks and unlocks the steering column. Such mechanisms are by nature accessible and may relatively easily be overcome by forcing the lock.

The present invention relates to a mechanical immobilization system with an additional electronic locking device remote from the mechanical key means. The use of remote electronic locking in this manner will enable the electronic locking device to be located in a relatively inaccessible location thereby improving the security of the vehicle. The electronic locking device may be arranged to lock any component which must move during driving of the vehicle, for example, the steering column, the transmission, or the gear box of the vehicle.

When using remote locking mechanisms in this manner, it is essential that the locking mechanism is disabled while the vehicle engine is running and/or the vehicle is moving, so that the immobilization system cannot be inadvertently locked under such conditions.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

According to one aspect of the present invention, a vehicle immobilization system comprises an electronically controlled locking mechanism. The electronically controlled locking mechanism requires an electrical supply to switch between a locked state and an unlocked state. The locking mechanism remains in the state to which it is switched when disconnected from the electrical supply. The immobilization system includes control means for connecting the locking mechanism to an electrical supply to switch it from one state to the other and for disconnecting the locking mechanism from the electrical supply when the vehicle engine is running or the vehicle is moving. The immobilization system also includes means to prevent cranking of the engine when the locking mechanism is in its locked state.

According to a preferred embodiment, the vehicle immobilization system control means is multiplexed with other electronic control systems of the vehicle. Both the live and ground supplies to the locking mechanism are preferably disconnected to prevent it from switching.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic illustration of a remote-controlled immobilization system in accordance with the present invention.

FIG. 2 illustrates diagrammatically the flow of data messages between the various components of the system illustrated in FIG. 1.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

As illustrated in FIG. 1, an immobilization system for a motor vehicle comprises a remote steering column lock (SCL) 10. The steering column lock 10 comprises a locking pin 12 which is moved linearly, into and out of engagement with a detent 11 on the steering column of the vehicle. The locking pin 12 has a screw thread formation which engages a corresponding thread on a nut member 14. The nut member 14 is rotated by means of a worm and pinion drive, by an electric motor 16.

The steering column lock 10 includes an electronic control module 20. Electronic control module 20 includes means for sensing when the locking pin 12 is in a locked or unlocked position and a means for powering the electric motor 16 to drive in one direction or the other, upon receipt of a 'Lock' or an 'Unlock' command. Electronic control module 20 is connected to a multiplex bus 22 of the motor vehicle, from which it receives command messages to lock or unlock the steering column and to which it transmits messages on the status of the steering column lock, namely 'Status locked'; 'Status unlocked'; 'Status in progress'; and 'Status faulted' (as indicated in FIG. 2).

Steering column lock 10 is connected to a positive electrical supply (+VE) and to the ground of the vehicle, via a rear electronic module (REM) 30 and a general electronic module (GEM) 32, respectively. Electronic modules 30 and 32 each have switch means 34 by which the steering column lock 10 may be isolated from the vehicle positive electrical supply and ground. The modules 30 and 32 are also connected to multiplex bus 22.

As illustrated in FIG. 2, modules 30 and 32 may receive messages from multiplex bus 22 including (i) to 'Enable power', in response to which they will close switch means 34; and (ii) to 'Disable power', in response to which they will open switch means 34. Modules 30 and 32 also receive 'Vehicle speed' messages from the vehicle's Antilock Braking System (ABS) 36 and 'Engine speed' messages from the Powertrain Control Module (PTEC) 38 via multiplex bus 22. Modules 30 and 32 further transmit a 'Power disabled' message to the multiplex bus 22 when the switch means 34 are open.

Steering column lock 10 is under the overall control of the vehicle's instrument cluster module (IC) 40, via multiplex bus 22.

As illustrated in FIG. 2, instrument cluster module 40 transmits command messages 'Enable power'; 'Disable power'; 'Unlock command'; and 'Lock command' to multiplex bus 22 and receives the status messages 'Power disabled'; 'Status locked'; 'Status unlocked'; 'Status in progress'; and 'Status faulted' from multiplex bus 22. Instrument cluster module 40 is hardwired to vehicle ignition switch 45 from which it receives signals when the ignition key is inserted, when the key is turned in ignition switch 45 to crank the engine, and when the key is removed from ignition switch 45.

The ignition key includes a transponder which, when inserted into the ignition switch 45, generates a security code that is transmitted to instrument cluster module 10. Instrument cluster module 10 processes the security code and transmits a 'Code verified' message if the correct security code is received or a 'Code rejected' message if the security code is incorrect to a passive antitheft system (PATS) 50, via multiplex bus 22. Passive antitheft system 50 also receives 'Status faulted' messages from multiplex bus 22.

The vehicle's ignition relay (SOL) 55 is hardwired to instrument cluster module 40. Instrument cluster module 40 includes means to prevent cranking of the engine when it receives the 'Status locked' message and to enable cranking of the engine when it receives the 'Status unlocked' message.
With the immobilization system described above, when the steering column lock 10 is engaged and the ignition key has been removed from the ignition switch 45, the steering lock 10 will be isolated from the vehicle’s positive electrical supply and ground by modules 30 and 32.

To unlock steering column 10, the ignition key is inserted into the ignition switch 45 which will generate a ‘Key insert’ signal and a security ‘code’ signal which are transmitted to instrument cluster module 40.

Upon receipt of the ‘Key insert’ signal, instrument cluster module 40 generates an ‘Enable power’ message which is transmitted to modules 30 and 32 via multiplex bus 22. Upon receipt of the ‘Enable power’ message, switches 34 of modules 30 and 32 will close, thereby connecting steering column lock 10 to the positive electrical supply and ground provided that no vehicle speed or engine speed are detected. Steering column lock module 20 will then generate a ‘Status locked’ message and transmit this message over multiplex bus 22.

Upon receipt of the ‘code’ signal transmitted by the key in ignition switch 45, instrument cluster module 40 will check the code. If the code is correct, module 40 will transmit a ‘Code verified’ message over multiplex bus 22. If an incorrect ‘code’ message is received, instrument cluster module 40 will transmit a ‘Code rejected’ message to passive antitheft module 50 which will follow its normal theft procedure.

After instrument cluster module 40 has generated the ‘Code verified’ message and received the ‘Status locked’ message, it transmits an ‘Unlock command’ message to steering column lock module 20 via multiplex bus 22. Upon receipt of the ‘Unlock command’ message, steering column lock module 20 will generate a ‘Challenge unlock’ message and transmit it to instrument cluster module 40 via multiplex bus 22. If the ‘Unlock command’ message is genuine, instrument cluster module 40 will generate a ‘Challenge verified’ message and transmit it to steering column lock module 20 via multiplex bus 22. Upon receipt of the ‘Challenge verified’ message, steering column lock module 20 energizes electric motor 16 to cause locking pin 12 to move out of engagement with detent 11 on the steering column. As the locking pin 12 moves between its locked and its unlocked positions, steering column lock module 20 will transmit a ‘Status in progress’ message and when locking pin 12 reaches the limit of its movement out of engagement with detent 11 on the steering column, steering column lock module 20 will transmit a ‘Status unlocked’ message.

Upon receipt of the ‘Status unlocked’ message, instrument cluster module 40 transmits a ‘Disable power’ message. Receipt of this ‘Disable power’ message by modules 30 and 32 causes switch means 34 to open, isolating steering column lock 10 from the positive electrical supply and ground. Modules 30 and 32 then transmit a ‘Power disabled’ message.

When the ‘Status unlocked’ and ‘Power disabled’ messages are received by instrument cluster module 40, it will be enabled to permit cranking of the engine in response to turning of the key in ignition switch 45.

If the security code is rejected by instrument cluster module 40, it transmits a ‘Disable power’ message causing the modules 30 and 32 to disconnect steering column lock 10 from the power supply, without disengaging the locking pin 12 from detent 11 on the steering column.

To lock the steering column, the ignition key is removed from the ignition switch 45. Upon removal of the key, instrument cluster module 40 transmits an ‘Enable power’ message to multiplex bus 22.

Upon receipt of the ‘Enable power’ message and provided that the ‘Vehicle speed’ and ‘Engine speed’ messages from the antilock braking system 36 and the powertrain electronic control module 38 indicate that the vehicle is stationary and/or the engine is stopped, modules 30 and 32 will connect steering column lock 10 to the power supply. Steering column lock module 20 will then transmit the ‘Status unlocked’ message to multiplex bus 22. Upon receipt of the ‘Status unlocked’ message, instrument cluster module 40 transmits a ‘Lock command’ message.

Upon receipt of the ‘Lock command’ message by steering column lock module 20, electric motor 16 is driven moving locking pin 12 into engagement with detent 11 on the steering column. When locked, steering column lock module 20 transmits a ‘Status locked’ message, in turn causing instrument cluster module 40 to transmit a ‘Disable power’ message and also disabling ignition relay 55.

Receipt of the ‘Disable power’ message will cause modules 30 and 32 to isolate steering column lock 10 from the power supply and transmit a ‘Power disabled’ message as described above.

If steering column lock 10 fails to go from one state to another within a specified time limit, steering column lock 10 will transmit a ‘Status faulted’ message which, upon receipt by instrument cluster module 40, will activate an alarm or warning message on the instrument cluster.

The immobilization system disclosed above provides means by which the locking mechanism is only energized during the time that it is switching from one state to another, thereby avoiding inadvertent locking or unlocking of the mechanism. Furthermore, the system prevents locking of the system when the vehicle is in motion or the engine is running. It also prevents cranking of the engine when the system is locked.

Various modifications may be made without departing from the invention. For example, while in the above embodiment a pair of modules 30 and 32 are used to disconnect the steering column lock from both the positive electrical supply and ground, it is also possible to use a single module to disconnect the positive electrical supply only or to disconnect both the positive electrical supply and ground.

While the embodiment described above relates to a steering column lock, the locking mechanism may be used to lock any component which must be moved to drive the vehicle or which will move while the vehicle is in motion.

It will be appreciated that while in the above description reference is made to the positive electrical supply of the vehicle, the invention will relate equally to the negative electrical supply of vehicles with a positive ground.

What is claimed is:
1. A vehicle immobilization system for a vehicle, said vehicle having an on/off switch and an engine, said vehicle immobilization system comprising:
   an electronically controlled locking mechanism responsive to a remote command signal to move between a locked state and an unlocked state, said electronically controlled locking mechanism requiring an electrical supply to move in either direction between said locked state and said unlocked state, such that said electronically controlled locking mechanism remains in its current locked or unlocked state whenever disconnected from said electrical supply;
   a switch means for selectively connecting and disconnecting said electronically controlled locking mechanism to and from said electrical supply in response to an enable power command and a disable power command and for receiving an engine speed message and a vehicle speed message; and
   control means coupled to said electronically controlled locking mechanism and said switch means, said control
means generating said enable power command in response to activity of said on/off switch and preventing said enable power command when said engine is running or when said vehicle is moving.  

wherein said control means is operably coupled to said electronically controlled locking mechanism and to said switch means by a multiplex bus, said control means transmitting said enable power command on said multiplex bus to said switch means in response to activity of said on/off switch and said switch means receiving said engine speed message and said vehicle speed message on said multiplex bus and failing to respond to said enable power command unless said engine speed message indicates said engine is stopped and said vehicle speed message indicates said vehicle is not moving, and wherein said switch means disconnects said electronically controlled locking mechanism from both live and ground sides of said electrical supply in response to said disable power command.

2. A vehicle immobilization system according to claim 1 said switch means selectively connects [or disconnects] said electronically controlled locking mechanism to said both live and ground sides of said electrical supply in response to said enable power command.

3. A vehicle immobilization system according to claim 1 wherein said electronically controlled locking mechanism generates status messages to indicate when it is locked, unlocked, or in progress between said locked and unlocked positions.

4. A vehicle immobilization system according to claim 1 further including anti-theft means for checking a security code generated by insertion of an ignition key into said on/off switch, said electronically controlled locking mechanism moving to its unlocked state only when said security code is verified.

5. A vehicle immobilization system according to claim 1 wherein further comprising a vehicle cranking relay for starting the engine of said vehicle, wherein said control means inhibits operation of said cranking relay when said electronically controlled locking mechanism is in its locked state.

6. A vehicle immobilization system according to claim 2 wherein said switching means receives ‘Vehicle speed’ and ‘Engine speed’ messages and will fail to respond to said enable power command, unless said ‘Vehicle speed’ and ‘Engine speed’ messages indicate that said vehicle is not moving and said engine is stopped.

7. A vehicle immobilization system according to claim 1 wherein said electronically controlled locking mechanism comprises an electric motor and a locking pin driven by said electric motor and having a locked position for engaging detent means associated with a component of the vehicle which must be moved to drive said vehicle or which will move when said vehicle is driven, and having an unlocked position clear of said detent means.

8. A vehicle immobilization system according to claim 5 wherein said electric motor is driven to move said locking pin to its locked position upon receipt of a ‘Lock’ command, and to move said locking pin to its unlocked position upon receipt of an ‘Unlock’ command.

9. A vehicle immobilization system according to claim 1 wherein said electronically controlled locking mechanism provides a status message indicative of a locking pin moving between a locked position and an unlocked position.

10. A vehicle immobilization system according to claim 9 wherein said electronically controlled locking mechanism transmits said status message on said multiplex bus.

11. A vehicle immobilization system according to claim 1 wherein said switch means includes a first switch module for electrically connecting and disconnecting said electronically controlled locking mechanism to and from said live side and a second switch module for electrically connecting and disconnecting said electronically controlled locking mechanism to and from said ground side.

12. A vehicle immobilization system for a vehicle, said vehicle having an on/off switch and an engine, said vehicle immobilization system comprising:

an electronically controlled locking mechanism responsive to a remote command signal to move between a locked state and an unlocked state, said electronically controlled locking mechanism requiring an electrical supply to move in either direction between said locked state and said unlocked state, such that said electronically controlled locking mechanism remains in its current locked or unlocked state whenever disconnected from said electrical supply;

switch means for selectively connecting and disconnecting said electronically controlled locking mechanism to and from said electrical supply in response to an enable power command and a disable power command and for receiving an engine speed message and a vehicle speed message; and

control means coupled to said electronically controlled locking mechanism and said switch means, said control means generating said enable power command in response to activity of said on/off switch and preventing said enable power command when said engine is running or when said vehicle is moving.

wherein said control means is operably coupled to said electronically controlled locking mechanism and to said switch means by a multiplex bus, said control means transmitting said enable power command on said multiplex bus to said switch means in response to activity of said on/off switch and said switch means receiving said engine speed message and said vehicle speed message on said multiplex bus and failing to respond to said enable power command unless said engine speed message indicates said engine is stopped and said vehicle speed message indicates said vehicle is not moving, and wherein said electronically controlled locking mechanism provides a status message indicative of a locking pin moving between a locked position and an unlocked position.

13. The vehicle immobilization system according to claim 12 wherein said electronically controlled locking mechanism transmits said status message on said multiplex bus.

14. The vehicle immobilization system according to claim 12 wherein said switch means disconnects said electronically controlled locking mechanism from both a live side and a ground side of said electrical supply.

15. The vehicle immobilization system according to claim 12 wherein said switch means includes a first switch module for electrically connecting and disconnecting said electronically controlled locking mechanism to and from a live side of said electrical supply and a second switch module for electrically connecting and disconnecting said electronically controlled locking mechanism to and from a ground side of said electrical supply.